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Decentralised commodity trading for emerging markets

BINKABI™ is inspired by Bi Nka Bi "No one should bite the
other" - symbol of peace and harmony in Adinkra (West Africa).
Commodities are raw materials from which we feed ourselves,
build and power our cities and run our transport system - the
basic stuff of life
Barter Block™ massively reduces USD used in trade among
developing nations, enabling them to retain higher value share
from their commodities.
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1. Executive Summary
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•

Commodities play a key role in propelling emerging markets to the top
economies in the world by 20501.

•

Commodity trading often spans borders in complex supply chains with multiple
inefficiencies caused by lack of trust, poor financial and market infrastructure, lack
of coordination and cooperation among supply chain actors and low legal
enforcement in emerging markets.

•

Our vision is to empower the Binkabi commodity network to be fairer and more
profitable through collaborative efforts of our members leveraging blockchain
technology. Achieving this vision requires multiple steps.

•

Binkabi is developing Barter Block™. It is a major step towards the above vision.
Barter Block™ can be implemented immediately. Barter Block ™ enables direct,
secure and cost-effective physical commodity trading - all the while leveraging the
power of blockchain technology.

•

Sorting out physical trading lays the foundation for developing commodity
hedging and funding solutions that will transform commodity economy in
emerging markets.

•

We will build out the Binkabi Network of commodity producers (eg farmers),
consumers (processors), traders (big and small), investors (institutional and
individual), third-party service providers, financial services providers and
authorities in this commodity economy. BKB Token serves as the access right and
encourages collaborative behaviors and aligns interest among participants in a
decentralised network.

•

Our team is made up of emerging market experts who possess unique first-hand
knowledge and experience in finance, commodity and technology.

•

Our product is ready to launch and we have already signed up early customers
and partners, many of whom come from our existing agriculture commodity
development business, growmoreX. Our operations are run out of Singapore and
London, the world’s top commodity centres.

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/economy/the-world-in-2050.html
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2. Vision and Strategy
Our vision is to empower the Binkabi commodity network to be fairer and more
profitable through collaborative efforts of our members leveraging blockchain
technology.

2.1 Problems
Here are problems in international agriculture supply chain. Other commodity supply
chains suffer from similar issues.

Everyday, the world consumes about 3 billion cups of coffee
...in a $200 billion dollar industry

$4.00

$0.40

$0.20

Price of a cup of latte
consumer pays

Value kept by coffee
exporting countries

How much coffee
farmers get paid

Coffee is one of the most important internationally traded agricultural commodities. It
has a significant social and economic impact for 25 million families - mostly small
farmers - that live in more than 50 producing countries.
In many commodity supply chains, farmers (commodity producers) in developing
countries receive a tiny fraction (usually much less than 10%) of the price paid by
consumers.

Why?
Frictions: Inefficiencies in commodity supply chain
Middlemen: Due to lack of trust, most international trade is conducted through
intermediaries who typically charge between 10 - 30%, depending on the degree
of supply chain integration. Some intermediaries simply do back-to-back trades
and earn 10-15%. Others, with their own storage facilities and distribution
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network, can also earn 15-30%. For example, the billion dollar bilateral trade flows
between Vietnam and Africa in rice, fish, cotton, cashew nuts etc. are mainly done
through intermediaries.
USD: 75% of world trade is settled in either USD or EUR2. 35%, or $6 trillion, is
settled among emerging markets that have nothing to do with either the US or
EU. USD is a feature of the global financial architecture after the Second War
World, but trade settlement in USD among emerging countries adds between 7 10% value of the trade in terms of cost.
Paper-based processes that are prone to errors and fraud: Not much has
changed for centuries - international trade is surprisingly paper-based. Errors and
fraud are common (e.g. counterfeiting bills of lading to take delivery of goods or
receiving payment without sending the goods). The Qingdao port incident3 is a
case in point. Blockchain-based pilot transactions pointed to huge time and cost
savings through digitising and simplifying trade processes 4.

Current commodity supply chain
Country A
Farmer

Cash

Country B

Producer

Aggregator/
End seller

Retailer/
Consumer

Intermediary

Intermediary

Processor/
End seller

Convert local
currency to USD
Transfer through
ﬁnancial system

Funding and liquidity: Low access and high cost of supply chain financing

•

2

Loans to farmers (commodity producers) and SMEs along the supply chain are
often difficult to come by and when they do, they are often too expensive. Banks
in developing markets don’t regard agriculture and other primary production to
be profitable lending opportunities. In Africa, lending to this sector is often at
20%+ interest rates. It is estimated that supply chain finance has a gap of $1.9
trillion around the world5.

https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/reser_e/ersd201210_e.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/b3cc4dc4-86ba-11e4-9c2d-00144feabdc0
4
https://www.ing.com/Newsroom/All-news/Bringing-blockchain-to-agricultural-commodity-trade.htm
5
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/868b5c66-827d-4f15-b56b81b44ae107b5/EMCompass+Note+39+Supply+Chain+Financing+FINAL2.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
3
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•

Assets in commodity supply chains in emerging markets are highly illiquid,
meaning suppliers take months to get paid. Marketplaces are highly inefficient.
For example, in the agriculture supply chain, there are only a few buyers and a lot
of sellers at harvest. This means prices get depressed unless it is a bad harvest.
Making these assets more liquid will unlock huge value6 in emerging markets
(referred to as Dead Capital7).

Fairness: Commodity producers (e.g. farmers) and processors bear the brunt of
commodity price shocks and the system also discriminates against smaller players:

•

Commodity prices have been on a downturn since 2011, with commodity
producers often bearing the brunt of any commodity price shocks. When coffee
commodity price decreases, consumers in the West don’t pay less for their
favourite coffee drinks but farmers in developing countries receive less for their
coffee beans. There is no way to hedge commodity price risks especially for
producers in poorer emerging countries such as those in Africa.

•

Commodity producers’ weak bargaining power means that any adverse price
movements are being passed back to them. The system favours large players such
as the ABCD8, their Asian cousins, NOW9, and large state-owned conglomerate,
Cofco, with their hard-to-replicate supply chain dominance from farmers to
consumers. They also have better contacts, experience, data, banking
relationships, and lower funding costs that make it a high barrier-to-entry industry.

Further exposition of agriculture supply chain issues in developing countries can be
seen in our blog article10.

6

http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/pdfiles/country/illiquidity.pdf Economists often put 20-30% asset value as illiquidity
discount. Real assets from emerging markets suffer even higher discounts.
7
According to the famous Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto, the value of the extralegal property worldwide is largely in
excess of 10 trillion dollars! http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/opinion/2010/11/18/Unlocking-the-Dead-Capital
8
ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus
9
Noble, Olam, Wilmar
10
https://blog.binkabi.io/what-binkabi-is-trying-to-solve-9a92c3175f2a
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2.2 Strategy
Our strategy is to work within the current geocommercial, legal and technical
limitations to deliver solutions (applications) to real-world problems whilst working on
resolving the challenges to achieve decentralised commodity trading.
Phase 1: Physical commodity trading - Introduce Barter Block™ to transform physical
commodity trading by providing a solution for direct, digital, and secure trade with
reduced reliance on USD.
Phase 2: Commodity tokenisation as an enabler for:

•

Commodity hedging: Smart contract based forwards and option contracts that
allow peer-to-peer hedging without a centralised exchange.

•

Commodity financing: AI-enabled marketplace connecting supply chain actors
and finance providers for a range of products on a peer-to-peer basis.

Mutually-supportive solutions

Physical trading

PHASE 1

Commodity
producers and
processors are
able to hedge
price risks

Funding and
liquidity
solutions to
boost physical
trade

Many futures
require physical
delivery
Data for ai-enabled
matching of
borrowers and lender
Reduce risk for
lenders boosting lending

PHASE 2

Commodity
supply chain
funding

Commodity
hedging
Extra guarantee for performance
of hedging contracts

Integrate
3rd party
solutions
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Trade-ability

Identity

Trade
arbitration

Stable
coins

...
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Physical trading, commodity hedging, and supply chain funding are mutually
supportive solutions. The latter two, however, can only be effectively developed if
issues with physical trading are overcome. All three will benefit from commodity
tokenisation:

11

•

Physical trading vs. Commodity hedging: Blockchain-based forwards contracts will
allow commodity producers and consumers (processors) to hedge price risks. The
explosive growth of centralised commodity derivative markets such as Dalian,
Shanghai, Zhengzhou, Moscow or Multi- Commodity Exchange of India11 is a
proof of the need for other emerging markets to hedge commodity price risks
once physical (spot) trading is well developed. On the other hand, to avoid undue
speculation, many derivatives contracts require physical delivery at the end of the
contract duration.

•

Physical trading vs. supply chain financing: Blockchain-powered physical trading
will enable banks, insurers, corporates and individuals to get accurate and timely
data on assets, liabilities, and trading history, allowing them to provide
competitive financing and insurance packages for physical trading. Once good
data is abundant, AI-enabled peer-to-peer financing transactions can take place
efficiently on the platform.

•

Commodity hedging vs. supply chain financing: One of the major hurdles to
supply chain financing is the requirement of security. SMEs and commodity
producers in emerging markets are often unable to come up with necessary
security for loans (e.g. property). Having better information will allow financial
institutions to provide cash flow-based lending. Eliminating a significant risk commodity price risks - will increase the confidence of lenders. On the other hand,
financiers can also act as an extra layer of performance guarantee for parties in
blockchain-based forwards contracts.

https://www.world-exchanges.org/focus/index.php/in-every-issue/statistics/insight-analysis/72-trends-in-commodity-derivativesjanuary-october-2016
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3. Binkabi platform
3.1 Applications vs. Protocol
Binkabi network members

Applications

Barter
block

Forwards
and
options

Domestic
commodity
exchange

P2P
lending

...

Applications
protocols
Smart
contracts
Crypto-economics,
standards, policies,
governance

Trading

Clearing &
settlement

Hedging

Funding

Commodity tokenization
Permissioned blockchain

Base Protocol

Ethereum

The Binkabi platform consists of 4 components:
Applications: These are solutions for physical trading, commodity hedging and supply
chain financing. Barter Block is our flagship solution which can be launched
immediately whereas other solutions will be launched in Phase 2 when commodity
tokenisation is underway. The following sections focus on implementing Barter Block.
Refer to Appendix for specific use cases in decentralised commodity trading.
Applications protocols: Smart contracts, standards and policies, crypto-economics and
governance layers. These are the foundations on which solutions (applications) are
built. A particular focus is on commodity tokenisation protocol (See below).
Permissioned blockchain: We will work with partners to implement a permissioned
blockchain based on Proof of Authority consensus to ensure:

10
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•

Privacy: Transactions are auditable but their details are only known to parties to
the transaction and permissioned validators (e.g. banks, shipping companies,
Binkabi). Privacy is of high importance to trading parties.

•

Speed: Public blockchains are currently limited in terms of speed. Permissioned
blockchains based on Proof of Authority are faster.

•

Cost: Permissioned blockchains are substantially cheaper compared to public
blockchains.

•

Integrity: Although information is not directly written onto the main chain,
periodic anchoring will enhance the integrity of our permissioned blockchain
solution.

Binkabi Token (BKB)
•

At the application level, BKB is a membership and discount card allowing users to
access services on the Binkabi Network. Depending on the number of BKB tokens
activated, individual users can reduce or even eliminate their fees.

•

BKB is used to pay Barter Block reward when existing members are able to
successfully bring new members to form Barter Blocks. BKB will also be used as a
performance bond which encourages trading parties to perform according to
agreement or face penalties. This combination of rewards and penalties are
essential in getting over the trust issue in cross-border trade.

•

At the application protocol level, BKB token is used to pay incentives for
continued development and ensure performance of the protocols.

Binkabi will focus on commodity tokenisation, physical trading, hedging and financial
applications (decentralised finance and insurance solutions).
We will leverage other protocols like stable coins, legally-enforceable smart contract
templates or, as and when the legal and technology conditions improve such as
recognition of cryptocurrencies, central bank’s cryptocurrencies or next-generation
blockchains.
We will work with authorities and others to guide the development of pricing
infrastructure, warehousing, and standardisation of quality.

11
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3.2 Tokenisation protocol
Commodity tokenisation is the process of putting commodities on the blockchain. The
objective of this protocol is to ensure tokenised commodities in emerging markets are
collateralised, auditable, consistent and legally enforceable. Achieving these objectives
requires the protocol to address issues relating to warehousing, quality standardisation,
price infrastructure and discovery, liquidity, dispute resolution, trading regulation and
licensing, audit and fiduciary functions.
Warehousing: Commodity-based tokens need to reflect the physical state of the
commodity itself. In warehouse receipt systems, such as the one implemented at
Ethiopia Commodity Exchange, warehouses are electronically connected to the
exchange so changes can be reported to the exchange. The next stage is to make this
information available on the blockchain within tokenised commodities.
Standardisation of commodity: Take rice for example, the commodity can be classified
by its physical appearance: short, medium or long-grained, its degree of brokeness:
5%, 10%, 25% or 100% broken, it’s method of processing: straight-milled (white rice),
parboiled rice (popular in Middle Eastern and West African countries) and so on. Buyers
need to know exactly what the commodity token represents. However, the system of
classification in terms of characteristics and quality is still very much under-developed in
emerging markets. Binkabi tokenisation will address the quality standardisation issues
through harmonising with international standards.
Pricing infrastructure: Pricing information flow is severely restricted. Many
intermediaries profit from information asymmetries. On a centralised commodity
exchange, pricing information is updated continually which acts as a reference price for
trading (of physical OTC) or the implemented price (of futures). The protocol will
address the issue of price so that when a blockchain-based commodity forwards
contract refers to a reference price to calculate payout for either parties the oracle used
in the smart contract returns a valid price.
Price discovery: On centralised exchanges, price discovery is enabled through a system
of continuous ordering (sell/buy). Given the liquidity of commodities being traded,
pricing reflects the fair value i.e. between willing buyer and seller in an arm’s length
transaction. The protocol will look at ways to create price discovery in a decentralised
market where price infrastructure is still underdeveloped.
Liquidity: Liquidity refers to the ease at which a commodity can be traded without
affecting market prices. Centralised exchanges depend on market makers, brokers who
maintain order books to provide liquidity. In a decentralised market, there needs to be
a mechanism to provide and maintain liquidity for commodity and currency pairs.
Dispute resolution: Even with best intention, technology, and contracting terms,
disputes will undoubtedly happen. The protocol needs to work out a dispute resolution
system and to ensure that smart contracts governing the trade or commodities have full
legal recognition in courts. There are a number of blockchain-based projects working
on this problem and we are working with one of them12.

12
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https://mattereum.com, https://openlaw.io. Mattereum is a Binkabi’s partner.
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Trade regulation and licensing: Many countries apply quotas and import/export
licensing regimes. Illicit trading, money-laundering, futures trading regulations13 are
some of the issues to overcome for a fully decentralised trading platform for tokenised
commodities.
Audit/Fiduciary functions: Each tokenised commodity is governed by a smart contract.
Depending on legal jurisdiction, the smart contract could be classified as a trust. There
needs to be a trustee/fiduciary who represents interests of the beneficiary i.e. the token
holder. The commodity is also subject to auditing/assurance process before and after
token issuance.

The Appendix sets out a model for commodity tokenisation as a precursor to fully
decentralised commodity trading, hedging and funding.

13

CFTC Charges Ireland-based “Prediction Market” Proprietors Intrade and TEN with Violating the CFTC’s Off-Exchange Options
Trading Ban and Filing False Forms with the CFTC, http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr6423-12
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3.3 Key benefits to BKB token holders
Why participate in the Binkabi Network?
PARTICIPANTS

Farmers and consumers
(commodity producers
and processors)

NOW

IN THE FUTURE

- Direct international trading
- Save transaction and
currency conversion costs

Hedge price risks

- Level playing field
Traders - Small

Traders - Large
Investors - Individuals
Investors - Institutions

Save time and transaction
costs

- Hedge price risks

Contribute to Binkabi
protocols that shape future
applications

Access commodity derivatives
or lending opportunities from
emerging markets

- Trade commodity derivatives

Government, authorities

Collect tax and customs duties; enhance port efficiency;
reduce illicit trading; increase transparency; macro economic
stability; improve livelihood of primary producers

Commodity exchanges

Where they are non-existent
or failing - bypass the need
to build centralised
exchanges

Third-party technology
infrastructure providers

Integrate with the Binkabi Network solutions for revenue
sharing opportunities (e.g. identity, traceability, movement
tracking)

Logistics providers
(Shipping, warehousing)

Provide products and services to network participants

Financial services

Provide products and services to new customer segments

Third-party network
operators

Contribute to Binkabi
protocols that shape future
applications

14
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- Access to international
trading

Bring new investors to the
exchanges (e.g. Chinese
commodities exchanges14)

Leverage geographical,
commodity, operating
expertise to earn revenue

https://www.platts.com/latest-news/metals/singapore/china-allows-dalian-exchange-to-open-iron-ore-26885335
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4. Barter Block™
4.1 Solution overview
Binkabi is developing an end-to-end cross-border commodity trading platform that is:
•

A marketplace of end-buyer and end-sellers of commodities with a focus on agricommodities (in the beginning). This will help reduce intermediation layers in
trade. Profit is re-allocated more widely along the value chain.

•

A settlement system where buyers pay and sellers receive in their respective local
currencies through Barter Block™ , a smart bartering mechanism. This will
fundamentally change the way trade payment is currently done – through USD
with all the associated costs and sourcing difficulties in emerging markets.

•

On the blockchain: The immutability and cost effectiveness of the technology will
increase the security of the trades, while keeping costs down for participants.

4.2 Concept of Barter Block
Opposite trades are blocked (batched or grouped) together for the purpose of
settlement. Barter Block could be made pre or post-trade, one exporter to one
importer or many to many, provided that within a country the net current account
balance is zero and settlement dates are close together. The below chart shows four
different scenarios of Barter Blocks.

Type of barter blocks

Goods 1.1

G 2.1

G 3.1

Trade 1.1

Trade 2.1

Trade 3.1

Cash 1.1

C 2.1

C 3.1

Cash 1.2

C 2.2

Trade 1.2

Trade 2.2

Goods 1.2

G 2.2

BB1
Pre-trade barter blocking
1 to 1
simultaneous ﬂows

BB2
Pre-trade barter blocking
1 to 1
ﬂows in close timing

Trade 3.2

Trade 3.3

BB3
Pre-trade barter blocking
1 to many
ﬂows in close timing

Trade 4.1

Trade 4.2

Trade 4.3

Trade 4.4

BB4
Post-trade barter blocking
many to many
ﬂows in close timing

Barter blocks are formed by a netting algorithm (computer will make recommendations
to parties based on open orders) or manually by parties involved in a trade.

15
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In the ideal scenario in BB1 above, there are two trades in that Barter Block denoted
1.1 and 1.2. In trade 1.1, goods 1.1 is exported and cash 1.1 is to be received. In trade
1.2, goods 1.2 is imported and cash 1.2 is to be paid. These trades are bilateral
(between 2 countries only) which are also of same value and timing (hence the ideal
scenario).
To get over the trust issue, Barter Block requires importers depositing money in local
currencies into escrow accounts and exporters having their goods inspected and
verified before shipment. Binkabi will also independently validate importers and
exporters’ claims, further solidifying the trades. This independent validation is done
initially with Binkabi being a trusted third-party but subsequently being done through
blockchain-based smart contracts in a peer-to-peer manner.
Once goods are accepted by importers - upon receiving them physically in ports or
accepting a validated bill of lading for goods being shipped - money from an
importer’s escrow account will be used to pay the exporter in the same country. There
is no need to convert local currencies into USD then to incur additional costs to transfer
overseas. The importers get the goods they want and the exporters get paid in their
local currency, which is the desired state.

Before and after
Before Barter Block, commodity trading has to go through layers of intermediaries and
conversions in USD:

Without Barter Block - Intermediary and FX costs (twice)

16
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With Barter Block - Save Intermediary and FX costs

With introduction of the Barter Block, commodity trading is done directly, securely and
in local currencies, which save Binkabi members significant amount of costs.

4.3 Transaction flows
Transaction flow of a Barter Block
Standard agency
5

Bank/Escrow Agent

Cash

3

Shipping

Certiﬁed quantity and quality

Tracking

Trade
token

4

Matching supply and demand
Form Barter Block

2

Rice Importer

6

Rice Exporter

Token transfer

Proof of ﬁnance

1

Deliver
goods

Tracking

1

Proof of goods

VND

GhC
Trade
token

Exchange
trade token
into cash

8

Swap of trade tokens

7

Token transfer

6

Cashew Exporter

Cashew Importer
Tracking

Deliver
4
goods

Tracking

Trade
token

3

Shipping

Certiﬁed quantity and quality

Cash
reserve
/escrow

8

Exchange
trade tokens
into cash

5
Standard agency

Bank/ Escrow Agent

We use Vietnam/Ghana trade flows in rice and cashew as an illustrative case. There are
two trades involving four main parties in a Barter Block:

17

•

Trade 1: Vietnam Rice Exporter and Ghana Rice Importer

•

Trade 2: Vietnam Cashew Importer and Ghana Cashew Exporter

Decentralised commodity trading for emerging markets

(1) Preconditions to trade
•

Proof of goods: Exporters must have goods in a certified warehouse and issue a
receipt with type, quantity and grade of the goods.

•

Proof of payment: Importers must have cash, bank deposits, or letters of
credit/guarantee before they can trade.

(2) Trade matching and price setting
The platform brings interested parties together to form a Barter Block.
Vietnam Rice Exporter agrees a price with Ghana Rice Importer through a price
discovery mechanism (such as auction).
Ghana Cashew Exporter agrees on a price with Vietnam Cashew Importer through a
price discovery mechanism.

(3) Local currencies on reserve account (escrow)
Importers deposit the required amount of local currencies/fiat with a bank/escrow
agent (3rd party). This is equivalent to the USD amount referred in the contract plus a
buffer (in case FX moves against the buyer)
A Trade Token is issued by the bank/escrow agent or by Binkabi15.

(4) Goods Delivery
Goods quality and quantity are confirmed by a third-party quality inspector such as SGS
before being shipped: Vietnam- Rice; Ghana – Cashew.

(5) Shipping
Upon being notified of the availability of payment authority, the exporter commences
shipping.
Goods are loaded to containers and shipped.
Parties can track the movement of the goods along the way.
Goods are fully insured. In other words, if they are damaged, lost, or delayed, the title
holder is compensated.

(6) Transfer of Trade Tokens
Once goods are accepted by the Importer, the Trade Tokens are transferred from the
Importer to the Exporter.

(7) Swap of Trade Tokens
The exporter now has Trade Tokens which represent a claim equivalent to the value of
the trade on value date. This claim could be specific on the escrow account sitting in
15
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Depending on markets, this may be subject to licensing requirements such as money transmission licenses
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the importer’s country or it could be general (fungible) to any participating
banks/escrow agents on the Binkabi Network.
In either cases, the value (in local currencies) received by each Exporter in a Barter
Block might be different. This is due to the different value dates which in turn depends
on the date on which the goods are accepted by the Importer.
The two Trade Tokens are swapped (or internally traded):
•

The difference in value of cash sitting on two escrow/reserve accounts is resolved
by a net payment between the two exporters.

•

When the claim that the payment authority represents is specific to a particular
reserve/escrow account, the swap of Trade Tokens will ensure that the Exporter in
a country holds the ‘right’ payment authority representing the claim on a specific
reserve/escrow account in the same country.

In practice, the Trade Tokens might not need to be ‘transferred’ as in 6 above or
‘swapped’ as in 7 above. Only the difference in value of the two concerned
reserve/escrow swap as detailed above may not matter that much in terms of speed
and costs given the capability of blockchain technology.

(8) Settlement – Convert Trade Tokens into cash
With the ‘right’ Trade Token in hands, Exporters in a country can now convert the Trade
Token in/on the escrow account into cash. The Exporter now ends up with cash in their
currency and the Importer ends up with goods, which are desired positions.

Managing volatilities - Price volatilities
There are difficulties to set spot prices of commodities in Africa. Primary production is
mostly done by small farmers who do not have good pricing information. As a result,
the pricing is unpredictable. This makes it difficult to agree on a price for trading that
the importer is happy to pay and the exporter is happy to accept.
Due to the lead-time between agreeing on a price and shipping the goods, price could
move against the parties’ favour and could affect the parties’ ability and willingness to
perform on the contract.
Solutions:

19

•

Non-technology solutions such as providing better pricing information to farmers,
role of government in price guidance, adherence to contract, switch from spot
pricing to futures pricing etc.

•

Introduce penalties (fines, poor rating) to parties not fulfilling contractual
commitments.
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Managing volatilities - FX risks
Trade is usually fixed in USD You’ve already said this but are paid in local currencies
using exchange rates on the day the title of the good is transferred from seller to buyer
(value date).
There are three types of FX risks:

20

•

Between trade date and value date: This is typically borne by buyers (as in the
current situation). Due to the requirement to put cash in reserves/escrow upfront,
it may be necessary to put a bit more as a buffer to cover adverse FX movements.
What is not used in final settlement will be returned to buyers.

•

Between value date and settlement date: FX rate may move between the title
value date and the settlement date when payment authority is exchanged for local
currencies. This risk is to be borne by the seller and will be made clear in the
contract.

•

Between value dates of trades within a Barter Block: In given trades being
completed at different times, the amounts due in local currencies could differ even
when the USD nominal values are the same. This difference will be settled as part
of the exchange of Trade Tokens between sellers in opposite countries, prior to
the conversion of the Trade Tokens back to respective local currencies.
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5. BKB Token
5.1 The need for BKB token
Utility token to increase adoption and network effects: Users of the platform are
required to hold a number of Binkabi Token (BKB) to access the services on the
platform. The level of utility of the token depends on how many tokens being activated
and the level of usage of the platform. BKB encourages active participation and good
behaviour on the partform.

•

BKB is a membership and discount card that encourages users to trade more on
the platform. As more users trade, the probability of forming Barter Blocks
increases, which in turn creates added value to users due to FX cost savings (710% of trade value). This will encourage further adoption and get over the
‘chicken and egg’ problem typical in multi-sided platforms.

•

Barter Block rewards (further fee reduction beyond normal fee discount) are paid
in BKB tokens, creating a viral effect for platform growth and BKB usage.

•

BKB will also be used as performance bonds, which ensures performance of a
physical spot trade or a forwards trade by all parties involved. Performance bonds
are dynamically linked to member reputation ratings.

For both fee discount and performance bond, BKB needs to be locked up or
“activated”. This will reduce BKB token velocity16.

5.2 How the discount works
To get discounts on services in the Binkabi Network, holders of BKB token will need to
activate it for a period.
The amount of discount is determined by a formula that takes into account:

16

•

Total fees of Binkabi services

•

Discount pool: Total fees to be discounted - e.g. 50% discount on Binkabi services

•

Number of BKB tokens being activated by a particular BKB holder and across the
Binkabi Network

•

Length of lock-up period - e.g. during the time that members are parties to a
smart contract for trading, hedging or funding etc.

See impact of velocity on token value by Kyle Samani https://multicoin.capital/2017/12/08/understanding-token-velocity/
or by Vitalik Buterin https://vitalik.ca/general/2017/10/17/moe.html
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The discount value of each BKB being activated will be known by users before the
activation.
For an individual user, it is possible to offset all of his/her fees on a transaction
provided he/she has enough BKB token being activated for a long enough period.
However, this benefit stops once all fees have been offset.
After the lock-up period the BKB is freed up and returned to the holder. There is no
limit of how many times a BKB can be activated to obtain discounts on Binkabi fees.
The discount utility of BKB is perpetual.
BKB encourages active participation from users so it has a built-in stability. The more
BKB tokens are being used, the higher the benefits accruing to its holders. BKB has an
intrinsic value that is much dependent upon user’s own participation on the platform. In
a sense, BKB is a stable token but its stability is not measured against USD or another
currency but against fee discounts from services that members use on the Binkabi
Network.

5.3 Other uses of BKB token
Third-party service providers (e.g. banks, insurance companies, shipping companies,
quality controllers) need to hold an amount of BKB tokens in order to offer their
services on the Binkabi platform. After each transaction with a Binkabi Network
member, third-party service providers need to share a portion of their revenue with
Binkabi for the right to earn revenue on Binkabi platform. This revenue share will then
be added to the discount pool which will then be distributed to users according to the
above formula.
Incentivisation: BKB will drive expected behaviours and align interests among actors in
the Binkabi Network by:

•

Incentivising participants to form Barter Block is the key to the success for Binkabi,
especially in early days. The Barter Block reward will be paid out in BKB.

•

Rewarding contributors for adding value to the network through technology
development (e.g. competition), introducing new members etc.

•

Creating introductory offers (e.g. airdrops) to drive adoption of Binkabi or a thirdparty’s services.

•

Enticing users’ loyalty to the network, discouraging users to deal off-platform.

Performance bond: Whilst BKB is being activated it also acts as performance bond to
ensure parties fulfilling their obligations. A well-defined performance measures will be
built whose enforcement will be done by smart contracts. The amount required is also
linked to reputation of users. Reputation is done through member rating at the end of
every trade. The higher the reputation rating the lower the performance bond required.
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Barter Block reward vs. Performance bond
Barter Block rewards are available when existing members are able to successfully bring
new members to form Barter Blocks. This is a one-time reward to incentivise members
to contribute to the growth of Binkabi Network.
Performance bonds, on the other hand, act as an incentive for parties to perform
according to the contract. If performance measures are met, the BKBs locked up as
performance bond will be returned to members after the trade. If performance
measures are not met, BKB locked up will be deducted in whole or in part to help fund
a resolution. In that case, the member’s reputation rating may be negatively affected
which could result in higher performance bond required in future transactions.

5.4 Governance
Binkabi network governance model

BKB token holders
Contribute to
protocols
Not-for-proﬁt Foundation
(Binkabi.network)

Own

Opensourced
Protocols

Pay
service fees

Receive
discounts

Commercial entities
(Binkabi.io)

Binkabi Singapore
Binkabi UK
Binkabi [.]

Own

Product
IPs

Pay commission
and royalties

Third parties service
providers

BKB token holders get more value from using the token as opposed to just owning it.
This is due to discount value from use of services in the Binkabi Network.
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Services in the Binkabi Network are provided by both Binkabi entities and by thirdparty service providers and operators. Like Binkabi entities, third-party service providers
and operators have open access to the application protocols to develop their products
and services. They, however, need to hold BKB tokens (as performance bonds) and pay
commissions on revenue earned in the network. These commissions will be placed in
the discount pool available to BKB token holders. To the extent that they use
intellectual property from Binkabi entities, third-party service providers and operators
may also need to pay royalties.
The application protocols are owned by the Binkabi Foundation, which is to be set up
to represent the interest of BKB token holders (Binkabi members). BKB token holders
contribute to Binkabi protocols and critical changes through a consultative process.
Critical changes include:
•

Protocol changes including discount mechanism

•

Splitting of protocol into sub-protocols e.g., focusing on product areas,
commodity type or geographical focus.

Progressive decentralisation
Due to stage of development of the project, market infrastructure and technology
limitations, Binkabi entities are doing a number of centralised services such as approval
of new users, verification and publication of data on the blockchain and fiat-linked
trade token issuance. In addition, the target market that Binkabi is addressing
potentially reaches trillions of USD. A centralised leadership will keep Binkabi focused
and responsive to changes in technological and market conditions in early years. We
believe that this is necessary to nurture the Binkabi Network to achieve optimal network
effects.
We will progressively introduce decentralised services and third-party operators.
Decentralisation doesn’t necessarily mean removal of trusted intermediaries. It means
that the Binkabi Network can function effectively even without Binkabi entities. Leading
up to decentralisation, we will work with or integrate third-party solutions such as selfsovereign identity and reputation systems (for KYC, AML requirements for example).
With more nodes on the platform, as the network grows, data verification and
publication on the blockchain will become more automated and decentralised.
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5.5 BKB Allocation
100,000,000 BKB, will be created, and distributed over time to various participants.
Achieving the most widespread distribution is critical to the fulfillment of the very
purpose of the network as Binkabi sees fair distribution as crucial to its success.

Token allocation
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•

32.5% Initial Token Sale: 32,500,000 BKB will be made available in consideration
of contributions from initial participants to stimulate the initial circulation of BKB.

•

32.5% Reserve/Liquidity Pool: 32,500,000 BKB will be sold gradually over the
next 6 years as the user base and demand for Binkabi grows. This way, the
discount pool available will grow in parallel with the network.

•

20% Team & Advisors: Binkabi and their advisors will look to develop a thriving
ecosystem that will yield considerable benefits to its token holders. A portion will
be set aside to incentivize future team members and make sure Binkabi can
attract the best talent available. Team tokens will be locked in a smart contract
and will vest every 6 months over 48 months. Advisors tokens will be locked and
vest every 6 months over 2 years.

•

10% Ecosystem Pool: 10,000,000 BKB will be deployed over time to incentivize
the growth of the network through Barter Block rewards, third-party offerings,
bounties and airdrops.

•

5% ICO services: 5,000,000 BKB are set aside to pay for potential costs incurred
during the token sale such as, engaging with an ICO platform, PR firm, value-add
third party providers, etc.
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5.6 Use of Proceeds
•

30% Platform Development: Binkabi is looking to solve the inefficiencies and
frictions that riddle the commodity supply chain. Binkabi will develop its suite of
products to kickstart the usability of the platform and beyond.

•

25% Liquidity: To thrive in an industry monopolized by incumbents, Binkabi will
need to be nimble and explore potential acquisition strategies to penetrate new
countries and markets faster. The liquidity will make it easy for Binkabi to pounce
on opportunities that would bring exponential value to the token holders.

•

20% Marketing & Business Development: Binkabi will make sure that the
promises of its network are shared both in developing and developed countries.
It will also be imperative to grow a strong sales team that will work on
developing new trade corridors and secure partnerships in newly entered
countries.

•

10% Admin & Operations: Operating in the very epicentres of commodity
trading will be cost intensive and Binkabi will look to grow throughout Asia and
Africa.

•

10% Legal Licensing: To ensure the survivability of the Binkabi network, we will
pursue legal licensing when required. By ensuring its regulatory compliance,
Binkabi will create a deep moat between the network and its competitors.

To ensure the longevity of the Binkabi development and its operations, we will
liquidate a significant portion of the funds to fiat currency after the end of the Token
Sale. The remainder will be stored in a multi-signature hardware setup controlled by
the management of Binkabi. Alternative treasury measures may be introduced to
maximize the longevity of the funds.
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6. Business model
6.1 Market size
Market size
US$ bill
ion

Source

16,062

Trademap.org

International agrifood trade

1,468

World Bank

Agriculture value added _ global

3,177

World Bank

Import - Top 33 emerging markets (GDP > $500bn PPP)

6,115

Trademap.org

Bilateral trade that Barter Block can apply

1,844

Binkabi,
Trademap.org

International trade

We constructed a detailed model where bilateral trades among the top 33 emerging
markets by GDP (PPP) amounted to $1.8 trillion. Taking into account other emerging
markets, this number could be well over $2 trillion.

6.2 Revenue model
Membership fees: There are no membership fees but users need to hold BKB tokens.
We want serious customers who intend to add value to the network
Token sale revenue: Similar to Amazon selling Prime or Costco selling memberships,
BKB Token is a source of revenue for Binkabi which will help fund platform and network
development. BKB is sold at intervals, subject to a fixed supply.
Transaction success fees: to be charged on success and are dynamically linked to
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•

Type of commodities

•

Trading corridor

•

Transaction volume

•

Payment options (i.e. smart bartering or ‘normal’ trade)

•

Membership status/reputation (encourage the right behaviours on the platform by
providing a discount on reputable players)
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Revenue sharing model with third-party service providers on the platform such as
quality inspectors, forwarders, shipping companies, banks, insurance companies, and
other financial services providers on the platform. Much of this revenue will be
transferred to the discount pool and used to drive down fees for token holders
according to the discount formula.

6.3 Growth strategy and user acquisition
It is likely that a more centralised model will be used at first. Binkabi will focus on the
commodities we know best – food/agriculture – and the trade corridors we know best –
East Asia/Africa.
Over time, other commodities and other corridors will be added through capacities
built in-house or through a decentralised model.
The Binkabi Network will be developed corridor-by-corridor and commodity-bycommodity. We will focus on one country at a time, developing their most pertinent
trade corridors. Once complete, we will proceed in a similar fashion will other countries
Commodity pairs or commodity/non-commodity will also be developed in the same
way.
An example:
•

Vietnam will be the first base country. We will first develop the Vietnam/West
Africa corridors of Vietnam/Nigeria, Vietnam/Cote d’Ivoire, Vietnam/Mali etc.
Once Vietnam/West Africa corridors are developed to the desired level we will
move to trade corridors between Vietnam/Other African countries like
Vietnam/South Africa, Vietnam/Kenya etc.

•

Once Vietnam-related corridors have been developed to the desired level we will
move to the next base country where the process will repeat as above.

This type of branching out will ensure that we accumulate enough knowledge of each
country’s opportunities and risks before expanding into that country.
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Binkabi network expansion model

User acquisition channels
Existing customers of growmoreX
We feature 5 use cases for our solution17. These are actual potential users of Binkabi
platform and represent a subset of potential customers that we could convert from
growmoreX’s work in African commodity sector in the last 6 years. This is the
immediate potential customer base for Binkabi.

Banking partners
Banks are interested in Binkabi because of our focus on SMEs and farmers. Banks see
Binkabi as an aggregator of new customers who can also de-risk the supply chain. On
the other hand, a partnership with Binkabi could also introduce new customers who
approach them for trade services. We are working with a couple of banking partners in
Africa.

17
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Trade / farmers bodies
There are at least two types of trade bodies that we can form partnerships with:
•

Trade Mission/Envoy: These are responsible for promoting trades between their
home countries and the host countries. We have been taking part in trade
promotion visits whereby companies from one country visit another to look for
trade opportunities. Sir Henry Bellingham, Chairman of our Advisory Board is
spearheading government relations program which connects us with relevant
contacts.

•

Trade associations: Both buyers and sellers form physical trade associations such
as Vietnam Cashew Association VINACAS, whose members import a billion USD
worth of cashews from West Africa. Another example is South Africa’s Citrus
Exporter Association whose members export $700 million.

Chatbot
Users with common interests also form interest groups on social media platforms such
as WhatsApp's or Linkedin18. This is a potential to sponsor certain activities in these
groups to drive traffic to Binkabi platform.
Social commerce is a new trend19. Traders in developing countries are highly social.
Binkabi will develop a chatbot capability to enable seamless social trading experience.
Barter Block could be formed in this way, where, similarly to group buying discounts,
users are incentivised to bring new users or new trades to the Binkabi platform.

Incentives
Incentives drive people. The Binkabi platform will introduce incentives for users to form
Barter Blocks in current or future trades. Barter Block minimises FX costs. These savings
can be paid to users to encourage them to bring in relevant trades. This way users and
trading volumes can grow virally.

18

For example, New trends in Agriculture & Trading has 3,800 members whereas Spices and herbs buyers suppliers forum global
sourcing export has 1,600 members on Linkedin as of October 2017
19

Pinduoduo (PDD), a Chinese start-up, is expected to soon becoming the third largest e-commerce group in China after only over
two years from its birth. PDD’s success is due to its simple model of facilitating group buying discounts through social interactions
on WeChat, one of the world’s most popular messaging apps.
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6.4 Laws and regulations
Binkabi operates in complex legal and regulatory environments involving different
developing countries. Some of the legal frameworks necessary for our vision are still
being developed, such as tokenisation of warehouse receipts or fiat currencies.
Our strategy is to always start with activities that work within the existing legal
framework whilst working with government authorities on new regulation or to obtain
necessary licences. Early on, we plan to partner with banks to provide escrow services
to our users but eventually we will acquire the necessary licence ourselves. This
approach will ensure that we can start our activities on the ground immediately. Our
team is accustomed to dealing with issues arising within a developing country
environment.
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7. Team
7.1 Management team
Quan Le, Founder and CEO

Source: profile of Quan Le and Binkabi on Rabobank’s website
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Quan Le has over 20-year experience in high finance, technology and commodities. He
grew up in Vietnam and was educated in Vietnam and Australia. Quan spent over 10
years in Hanoi, Sydney and London, advising global financial services groups in
complex financial products and strategy. In 2011, Quan founded growmoreX, an
agriculture technology firm bringing proven crop know-how from Asia to Africa. Binkabi
was born out of this unique confluence of real-life experiences and the need of
commodity supply chain players in emerging markets. Quan invented the Barter Block
protocol, designed the Binkabi platform and its crypto-economics framework. Quan
holds master’s degree in applied finance and still walks the fields of Africa and Asia.
Notable notes:

“I was borne on a state tea farm to a meteorologist farther and soil analyst mother, but
I chose finance in my earlier career … I was always destined for a career in agriculture
commodities.”
Quan travelled some 20,000km by (bad) roads to some of the most remote places in
West Africa to survey agriculture projects. This distance is 4 times that between London
and New York.
Quan pioneered drone technology in Africa which led to massive improvement and
adoption in land survey, water engineering and crop monitoring20- all essential for
African food production.

Dr. Andrew S. Nevin, Co-founder and Chief Economist

Dr. Andrew S. Nevin is a leading global thinker with over 30 years of professional
experience as a strategy consultant, economist, line manager, failed entrepreneur and
private equity investor. In his professional career he has lived in Asia, North America,
and Europe. Since early 2012, he has been based in Lagos, Nigeria in his role as
Partner of PwC and Chief Economist of both PwC and Binkabi to try to create a strong
and vibrant economy in the world's most dynamic continent. He is a frequent TV
commentator (CNBC) on global and African economic affairs. His personal economics
writing (www.nevinomics.ca) focuses on shifting thinking from a GDP lens to a
Flourishing lens. Dr. Andrew S. Nevin holds an undergraduate degree in computer
science and has a PhD in Economics from Harvard University where he was a Rhodes
scholar.

20
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Manrui Tang, Co-founder and COO

Manrui Tang is the Co-founder and COO with overall responsibilities ffor operations
and funding. After graduating from Imperial College and the London School of
Economics, Manrui spent 10 years in M&A advisory with PwC and National Grid in the
UK where she worked on some of the most high-profile financial services and energy
transactions. Manrui is a chartered accountant. In addition to technical expertise, she
excels in managing multidisciplinary and multicultural teams to deliver their best.
Growing up in China, Manrui the first generation of China’s single child regime. In
addition to co-founding Binkabi, Manrui is also a mother of two young children.

David Bonar, CFO

David has over 20 years in corporate finance, tax, and treasury with National Grid in the
UK. He was instrumental in structuring of the highly complex, £13.8bn disposal of NG’s
gas distribution asset in 2016. As Binkabi’s CFO, David will design and oversee the
implementation of our treasury operations to ensure the system’s resilience to support
our customers’ needs. He has received graduate degrees in physics, math, and
computer science after graduating from Oxford University with a degree in law. He is
also a chartered accountant. In his free time, David sings in his local community choir.

Thomas Barker, CTO

Graduating from the University of Warwick in 2004, Thomas wrote the words ‘Digital
money techniques allow creation of unforgeable tokens’ in the future research section
of his final report. Sadly he is not Satoshi, but does bring with him over a decade of
engineering experience within FinTech. Thomas was the first outside technology hire of
both P2P lending market Zopa, now valued over £400m, and BullionVault, a retail gold
broker with Assets-Under-Management of over $2bn.
He has been involved in the Ethereum community from the start. Attending every
Devcon across three continents, and recently architected a significant smart contracts
PoC for a major UK bank.

7.2 Advisory board
Sir Henry Bellingham, Chairman of Advisory Board

Sir Henry is a current UK MP (Conservative) and the former Minister for Africa.
Graduated from Eton College then University of Cambridge (Law), Sir Henry practised
as Barrister for 8 years and has been a MP for 24 years. He was appointed a
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for 'Overseas Territories, Africa, United Nations,
economic issues, conflict resolution and climate change. Henry was knighted at 2016
New Year Honours for his lifetime achievements.
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Vinay Gupta, Blockchain and business model

Vinay Gupta is Co-founder and CEO of Mattereum. He is a leading figure in the
blockchain space, having co-ordinated the release of the blockchain platform Ethereum
in July 2015. He was also the strategic architect for ConsenSys Systems, a technology
hub focusing on the Ethereum blockchain and related applications. He was the
architect of the National Blockchain Strategy for Dubai and is a partner at Hexayurt
Capital, the technology-focused VC firm behind the Internet of Agreements.

Scott Nelson, Supply Chain Economy

Scott Nelson is the Founder and CEO of Sweetbridge, a Blockchain based supply chain
economy. Prior to Sweetbridge, he founded and ran a successful freight audit and
payment firm that processed more than $7B a year in settlements via automated
contracts in Logistics prior to selling the firm to a private equity firm two years ago.
Arnoud Star Busmann, Trade and Commodity Finance Blockchain

As Entrepreneur-in-Residence/Innovation Lead at ING Bank, Arnoud is leading a multibank initiative to transform physical commodity trading and financing markets with
blockchain-powered platforms. He is collaborating closely with industry-leading
financial institutions, trading houses and major commodity producers. Key results
include the world’s first blockchain crude trade with Mercuria, a spin out of an energy
consortium with 9 large players and the soybean trade experiment with Louis Dreyfus
Company.
Arnoud has nearly 20 years of experience in the definition and execution of high value
business cases in technology and financial services. With a footprint in consulting, large
financial institutions, startups and local companies in the UK, Europe, USA, Asia as well
as Australia and New Zealand.
Rob Knight, Blockchain and business model

Rob Knight, an experienced entrepreneur, software engineer and architect and Chief
Technology Officer, is the co-founder of Mattereum. He has exceptional experience as
lead manager of corporate technology projects at the Royal Mail, Post Office and ITV
and designed software for management licensing for BBC Worldwide.
Over his career, he has led teams building large-scale logistics, financial regulatory
compliance and intellectual property management systems. He is also an adviser to the
Swiss-based non-profit Sweetbridge which sponsors the development of blockchainbased protocols and applications to transform global supply chains and is a frequent
speaker and author on software development, management and blockchain
technology.
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Dr. Aeron Buchanan, Blockchain technology

Dr. Aeron Buchanan, who holds his doctorate in computer vision from the Oxford
University Robotics Department was formerly Chief Operating Officer for the Ethereum
Foundation.
He has designed algorithms for UAVs and acted as a consultant to leading economists
and to ecological research laboratories. He has worked with Microsoft Research in
Cambridge as well as the Said Business School in Oxford, working on Suzuki’s
Sustainable Accounting Project.
Aeron is also an entrepreneur, having started technology companies building such
tools as light show controllers as well as in the blockchain space. He co-founded both
Parity Technologies which operated at the cutting edge of blockchain technology for
enterprise and institutional applications and Grid Singularity. He was a Director of
Lancaster Logic Response and also advises the Web3 Foundation.
In 2014, he joined Ethereum as research and regulatory compliance expert, modelling
blockchain systems to inform the design of stable infrastructure and explaining
blockchain technology to regulators, becoming Ethereum’s Head of European Finance
& Operations.
He is a leading figure within the blockchain community committed to building the
consensus platform technology as a wider benefit to the overall economy and to
society.
Long Vuong, Blockchain Technology

Long Vuong is CEO and project lead of Tomochain. He was also the co-founder and
the former project lead of very successful NEM blockchain (New Economy Movement).
Long Vuong is a PhD candidate in economics.

Dr. Thuc Vu, AI and Game Theory

Dr. Thuc is Co-Founder and CEO of Kambria, a decentralized open AI & robotics
platform to accelerate the development and adoption of impactful robots. He is a serial
entrepreneur, with multiple company acquisitions, the last one by Google. He has deep
expertise in game theory, tournament design and multi-agent systems. He earned his
PhD from Stanford and BS from Carnegie Mellon, both in computer science. Dr. Thuc is
a social entrepreneur in Vietnam, involved in several community projects.
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7.3 growmoreX
Geographical focus and project highlights

Cassava supply chain and
processing into starch for
beer making at Diageo in
Ghana
Reviewed design of
$110m, 9000ha
integrated rice project in
Nigeria

Cassava supply chain and
$40m processing into starch,
glucose and sorbitol in Nigeria

Advised on $100m, 6 year rice
and cassava value chain
transformation for Nigeria

Advised on $160m investment in
Loc Troi group, the largest
agribusiness in Vietnam

Designed $100m greenfield investments
- 10,000ha rice in Senegal
- 3,000ha cassava in Senegal
- $10,000ha rice in Cote d’Ivoire

growmoreX (trading name of GMX Consulting Ltd) is a leading agriculture technology
advisory firm founded by Quan Le in 2011. The firm brings proven knowhow in
agriculture production from Asia to assist international investors in setting up and
managing large-scale agribusiness projects in Africa and Southeast Asia. It was founded
on a simple thesis that what works in Southeast Asia – e.g. agronomy and water
engineerin should also work in West Africa, given the similar agro-ecological
conditions. This thesis has been proven in over 30 large-scale projects across many
countries in Africa including Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, Sierra Leon, Liberia Guinea,
Senegal, Sudan and Mozambique. growmoreX also pioneered the adoption of one of
the latest technologies in agriculture – drones. The firm has deployed drones for
surveying land and monitoring crops in Africa, thereby accelerated the adoption of
proven crop knowhow.
growmoreX has advised or worked on 100,000ha of food crop production projects in
Africa with some of the largest agrifood businesses in the world as highlighted above.
Many clients of growmoreX form part of the early adopter group for Binkabi.
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8. Roadmap
8.1 Tractions
Early adopters/Use cases
We have 7 years experience in agriculture commodities in Asia and Africa - our early
customers come from this period. This blog article21 provides use cases for some of our
early adopters.
Nigeria: A large trading company affected by lack of USD in Nigeria

From a peak of $200 million a year in trading rice along the Asia-Africa corridors, the
revenue dropped to almost zero following a ban on using USD for rice importation in
Nigeria. Binkabi would help the company and Nigeria maintain importation of essential
food items whilst not spending the country's dwindling USD reserves as a result in the
collapse of crude oil price.
Cote d'Ivoire: Realities of cashew trading on the ground

Cote d'Ivoire exports $600 million worth of cashew nuts to Vietnam and imports around
$150 million worth of rice. Currently the settlement is done on a gross basis resulting in
extra costs for farmers. With Binkabi, significant FX conversion costs will be saved.
Additionally smaller players can also enter the export market which traditionally is
reserved for large players with established contacts, access to finance, and supply chain
expertise.
India: A new comer to Asia-Africa commodity trading

As a newcomer to the commodity space trading in sesame, cashew and shea nut,
finding buyers is Aethon's number 1 priority. Aethon is to work with Binkabi to find
buyers from Vietnam and other countries in East Asia. It is also looking for a more
sustainable model than back-to-back trades as intermediaries are increasingly being cut
out of future trades once the end-buyers and sellers identify one another.
Vietnam: Loc Troi Group to export directly to Africa

Loc Troi is a top agribusiness in Vietnam specialising in crop protection distribution and
rice processing and exporting. The group works with 40,000 smallholder farming
families and generates $150 million in rice revenue. It is looking to expand the export
markets to cover Africa.
South Africa: Citrus export trade

South Africa’s citrus industry exports around 100 million cartons of citrus a year valued
at around $700 million. Much of the exports are handled by agents who take around

21
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7% of Delivery-In-Port price without taking on much risk. Small growers have to trust
their agents to make the best deal for them which is not always the case. As a result, a
lot of growers have gone out of business. There is an opportunity to connect sellers
directly with buyers worldwide and transform citrus sales and marketing into a lean and
transparent operation.

MVP development
We are conducting closed testing of Binkabi trading platform for the Barter Block ™
launch. Refer to separate MVP specification paper.

Legal
•

Legal entities have been set up in the UK and Singapore - Leading financial and
commodity centres with a robust regulatory regimes.

•

Trade marks have been obtained for both Binkabi™ and Barter Block™.

Partnerships
We are creating an alliance with both blockchain and non-blockchain players:
Mattereum

•

Mattereum is the first Internet of Agreements infrastructure project for legallyenforceable smart contracts, enabling the sale and lease of physical property and
other transfers of rights in assets. Mattereum comprises expert lawyers and
programmers and a leadership team who is experienced in designing and
launching nation-scale infrastructure.

•

Mattereum works with Binkabi on blockchain application of business concept and,
later, to put the legally-enforceable smart contract infrastructure for international
trade in place.

Sweetbridge

•

Sweetbridge is a technology stack and project alliance that solves four basic
problems:
1. Lack of liquidity in supply chains, by creating an innovative collateralised
liquidity economy;
2. Resource underutilisation, by enabling asset sharing across organisational
boundaries;
3. Suboptimal supply chain operations, by providing access to liquid
professional talent and creating incentives for supply chain professionals to
provide services based on objective measurements of outcomes;
4. Accelerating pace and scale of change, by creating more flexible and
adaptive supply chains.

•
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Sweetbridge works with Binkabi on crypto economics framework.
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Ecobank

•

Ecobank is a modern pan-African financial institution providing financial solutions
to businesses, governments and individual customers.

•

Ecobank is one of the largest banks in Africa with operations in 34 out of 54
countries in Africa.

•

Ecobank works with Binkabi in respect of Binkabi’s African customers including
escrow account services. Ecobank also introduces potential customers to Binkabi.

TomoChain
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•

TomoChain is an Ethereum based blockchain infrastructure solution to the
scalability problem. It is a public permissioned blockchain with integrated smart
contract functionalities (currently based on the Ethereum code-base) which allows
for nearly zero fee & instant transaction speed with public auditability of financial
transaction records. TomoChain opts to use Proof of Authority and build nodes in
multiple locations to make sure the database is in a highly secure, immutable
state.

•

TomoChain works with Binkabi to develop initial smart contracts for Binkabi
commodity trading platform and potentially the public permissioned blockchain
layer in the Binkabi technology stack.
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8.2 Roadmap
Binkabi is a full-stack blockchain-based commodity trading network. We believe that
technology is an enabler but adoption is key. Therefore, we would like to measure
ourselves in the following 4 areas:
•

Application development: Solutions regarding physical trading, price
management and funding

•

Protocol development: Tokenisation of commodities

•

Partnership and alliance: For both technology development and user adoption

•

User adoption: Growth of the network in terms of members, third-party service
providers and countries of operations.

Q2 18

Q3 18

Q4 18

App
development

Barter Block™
Alpha

Barter Block
™ Beta
launch

Protocol
development

Smart
contracts for
Barter Block
™

Logical
framework for
tokenisation

Regulators
discussion

Logistics

Banks

Multilateral
org

Multilatera
l org

Closed to
open Beta
live
transactions

Acquire
more users

Traceability

Partnership
and alliance

Identity and
reputation

User adoption

Q2 2011
growmoreX
started
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Customers for live
pilot

Q3 2017
Binkabi started

Live pilot real
transaction,
real customers

Q4 2017
Partnerships

Q1 2018
Binkabi platform
design

Q2 2018
Binkabi MVP
testing

Q1 19

Q2 19

Q3 19

Q4 19
and
beyond

POC hedging
(no physical
delivery)

MPV
hedging

MPV funding

Legal
framework for
tokenisation

Protocol
testing

Protocol
completion

More banks
and logistics

Acquire
more users

Acquire
more users

Now
Launch early
adopter program

Now
Building Beta

Q3 2018
Beta testing

Q4 2018
Beta launch
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Appendix - Decentralised applications
In this section, we will first introduce a model for tokenizing commodities. We then
describe three applications/use cases of the Binkabi tokenisation protocol. Each of
these use cases is a significant and transformative business opportunity for emerging
markets. In each case, we will also detail how BKB token is used:
•

Commodity tokenisation: To enable frictionless transaction on the blockchain,
commodities and their supply chain assets must first be tokenised, using Binkabi
commodity tokenisation protocol. Tokenised real-life assets will bring instant
liquidity premium to these assets. It is a key enabler for other decentralised
applications.

•

Decentralised applications:
Decentralised commodity exchange: Trading of both spot and forwards can be
done without a centralised exchange. Our plan is not to replace existing
commodity exchanges (in fact we will look to work with existing exchanges,
such as those in China, India, Russia in their internationalisation strategy) but to
work with countries where centralised exchange initiatives have failed, such as
those in Africa.
Commodity price hedging: Allow commodity producers and processors to
hedge price risks through forwards contracts on the blockchain. These contracts
overcome the traditional limitations of forwards contracts - counterparty risks whilst eliminating the need to go through a centralised exchange, as in the case
of futures contracts.
Token collateralised funding: Funding marketplaces where tokenised
commodities or supply chain assets are used as collateral to obtain low interest
loans.

•
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Towards a fairer supply chain profit distribution model: Tokenizing commodities
will also enable a fairer model for profit distribution. This is due to blockchain’s
native abilities to keep units of account, state change and fractional ownership.
Farmers and commodity producers effectively own a stake in the final product and
competition switches from that between nodes to that between networks.
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A1. Commodity tokenization
Commodity tokenization model
Rice token

Farmers

Token

Token
issuance

Rice

Issuance
request

Warehouse
(Vault)

Smart
contracts

Escrow/Trust

Trustee/
Fiduciary

Auditor

Commodity-backed token
•

Commodity-backed token represents ownership of the underlying commodity on
the blockchain.

•

Binkabi is not the issuer of the token. It is issued by a smart contract (part of the
commodity tokenisation protocol) with the fiduciary role being taken by a licensed
entity.

•

Commodity-backed token is a standardised token (e.g. ERC20) for ease of trading.

Scope of tokenisation
•
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Tokenisation doesn’t just stop at commodities themselves but assets in the
commodity supply chains such as agricultural land, water use rights.
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Token issuance
•

Farmers bring their produce to an accredited warehouse where the produce is
weighted and graded (according to agreed quality standards).

•

The warehouse or large farmers make a token issuance request to commoditybacked token issuance smart contract. This request is signed with the requestor’s
cryptographic signature.

•

The request is pending until it is checked and approved by a Trustee and an
Auditor who assures the quality and quantity of the produce in the warehouse.

•

Commodity-backed token (e.g. rice token) is issued to the farmer who can start
using the token.

Commodity redemption
•

The commodity-backed token is backed by commodities in the warehouse and it
is redeemable.

•

An owner of the commodity-backed token can choose to redeem (take the
commodity out) any time by making a request to token redemption smart
contract.

•

Once the redemption request is checked and signed off by Trustee/other
validators, a withdrawal authority is issued and the owner can take the commodity
out.

•

At this time, the commodity-backed token is burned.

How BKB is used
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•

Service providers e.g. Warehouse, Trustee or Auditor charge fees for the service
of tokenizing a commodity. To ensure performance, they need to put BKB tokens
in an multisig escrow - a smart contract that governs the performance of parties
involved.

•

This fees are justified due to the ‘liquidity premium’ that a tokenised commodity is
able to realize.

•

Part of the fees are shared with Binkabi for the right to earn revenue on the
Binkabi Network. This commission is placed in the discount pool, after allowing for
administration charges.

•

As described earlier, Binkabi members can get a discount on their fees,
depending on the number of BKB tokens being activated.
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A2. Decentralised commodity exchanges
The need for commodity exchanges in emerging markets

The world’s top 10 commodity exchanges
Rank

Exchange

Region

Vol Oct 2016

% share

1

Dalian Commodity Exchange

Asia Pacific

84 344 592

19.60%

2

Shanghai Futures Exchange

Asia Pacific

84 305 771

19.60%

3

CME Group

Americas

83 769 142

19.40%

4

Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange

Asia Pacific

59 899 825

13.90%

5

Moscow Exchange

EMEA

44 391 570

10.30%

6

ICE Futures Europe

EMEA

34 437 570

8.00%

7

Multi Commodity Exchange of
India

Asia Pacific

16 781 654

3.90%

8

London Metal Exchange

EMEA

13 189 408

3.10%

9

ICE Futures US

Americas

4 828 975

1.10%

10

Singapore Exchange

Asia Pacific

1 195 985

0.30%

Centralised commodities exchanges have a long history. Grain traders in Japan began
experimenting with the idea in 1730, while the Chicago Board of Trade (“CBOT”) and
the London Metal Exchange (“LME”) successfully launched their operations in 1864 and
1877, respectively.
Commodities exchanges play important roles in emerging economies. Of the world’s
top 10 commodity exchanges, 6 are from emerging markets. This highlights the
importance of commodity exchanges as highly efficient platforms for buyers and sellers
to meet; primarily to manage their price risks better, but also to improve the marketing
of their physical products. They have significant, well-documented benefits, making
economies more inclusive, boosting the links between agriculture and finance, and
making the commodity sector more efficient and competitive.
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Challenges with setting up centralised exchanges
Many attempts to set up commodities exchanges in emerging markets have failed. In
Africa alone, out of 28 exchange projects, only two are in operations. The most
successful is Johannesburg in South Africa. The second is the Ethiopia Commodity
Exchange. However, the scope is narrow (mainly coffee and sesame) and volumes are
still relatively low after 7 years in operations22.
There are many contributing factors to these failures but the most significant is the high
cost of setting up and operating a centralised commodity exchange. It is estimated that
a single country exchange would cost a minimum $25 million and in the case of
Ethiopia, $50 - 100 million has been spent on the exchange23.
Commodity exchanges have a long ramp-up period. As successful as Chinese
exchanges, it took them 25 years to get to the present position (and China has become
the world’s second largest economy). Trading volumes in China only took off since
2006 (see chart), some 15 years after the set-up of those exchanges.

Futures trading volumes 2001 - 2013: China

This long ramp-up period and the initial high costs of setting up centralised exchanges
are among major reasons for unsuccessful attempts in developing markets.

22

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xxo773ay3wayqyk/Ethiopia%E2%80%99s%20state-of-theart%20commodity%20exchange%20-%20High-tech%2C%20low%20impact.pdf?dl=0

fhttps://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/Guidebook_on_African_Commodity_and_Derivatives_Ex
changes.pdf
23
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Solution
Decentralised commodity exchanges based on the trading of commodity-backed
tokens can dramatically lower operating costs due to the nature of online trading, its
security and blockchain’s native ability for clearing and settlement (one of the major
costs for operating an exchange). More importantly, decentralised trading also switches
the cost structure of setting up and operating an exchange from being largely fixed to
being largely variable. Therefore, it is possible to cope with low volumes during the
exchange ramp-up period.

How it works

Decentralised commodity trading
Commodity-backed
tokens

Redemption
transformation
(space or time)
Consumer

Spot or
forwards
transaction

Tokenization

Binkabi
network

Producer

Smart
contracts

Payment tokens

A consumer (Buyer/Commodity processor) posts an order (spot or forwards) of a
commodity. The Binkabi Network quickly returns with a most competitive offer. A smart
contract then delivers the commodity token to the consumer and pays the producer an
agreed amount of payment token, after deducting a transaction fee.
For physical delivery, the commodity-backed token is redeemed and the commodity is
transformed in space (through shipping, ground transport) and/or in time (storage,
warehouse). These logistics along with other financial providers such as peer-to-peer
lending and insurance solutions all participate in the respective market places.
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Under this model, the transaction would be:
•

100% onchain and trustless

•

Direct, cheap and quick with high liquidity (can always buy or sell any commodity)

•

Catering for both spot trading and hedging needs (forwards)

•

Minimising possibilities for disputes

•

Equal access for all participants

Implementation
We will first focus on tokenizing commodity warehouse receipts in countries where a
legal framework for creating and trading warehouse receipts is in place. In Africa, these
countries include Nigeria, Ethiopia, South Africa and Ghana. This will ensure that
decentralised exchange projects can start quickly and on a sound footing.

How BKB is used
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•

BKB is required by both users (buyers and sellers) and service providers e.g.
liquidity providers/market makers to use and provide services on the platform. It is
also used as performance bond of all parties concerned in a trade (as explained
earlier).

•

Service providers can charge users a fee, part of which is paid as commission to
Binkabi, for the right to earn revenue on the Binkabi Network.

•

The commission, after deducting a transaction fee, will be transferred to the
discount pool, and used as a service fee discount for users who have their BKB
tokens activated.
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A3. Commodity price hedging
The need for hedging and how it works in centralised exchange
Producers in more developed markets have an ability to manage commodity price
volatilities through hedging, often with forwards and futures.
Forwards are an agreement to buy or sell a certain quantity of commodity at a certain
price in a certain future. The terms of the contract are privately negotiated. It helps
users to lock in a price for the commodity. It has counterparty risk (risk of default by
either or both parties to the contract) and therefore is often used among
known/reputable parties.
Futures are similar to forwards, but are highly standardised in terms of quality, quantity,
delivery and duration. Futures are traded on a centralised exchange that guarantees its
performance. As such, futures are not subject to counterparty risks. In fact, obligations
under a futures contract is with the exchange, through a process called novation. The
exchange ensures that parties are able to perform through collateral requirement called
margining. To open a futures contract, an initial margin is made. This contract is
revalued on a daily basis using the current spot price. Any shortfalls are made up by
variation margin through margin calls.

Problems
Trading futures on exchanges is an efficient process. It, however, requires large
volumes as the fixed cost of setting up and operating an exchange is high. This is a
major reason leading to unsuccessful attempts by many developing markets in setting
up centralised commodity exchanges.

How blockchain-based forwards contracts work
Forwards on blockchain can be done peer-to-peer, i.e., without an exchange, whilst
overcoming the difficulties of traditional forwards contracts - i.e. counterparty risks. It
can be done in two methods:
•

Method 1

Use case
A rice producer wants to hedge price risk, he/she can enter into a forwards
contract to sell rice at $500/ton in 3 months’ time. A smart contract regulates the
agreement between the parties.
Each party also locks up an amount of collateral into a multisig smart contract. This
is equivalent to the initial margin in a futures contract. Each day, the amount of
collateral is recalculated and any shortfall is covered by a margin call (equivalent to
variation margin). The daily spot price of the commodity is fed to the margin smart
contract by an oracle.
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At the end of the 3 month’s period, the spot price of a ton of rice is, say, $450 the
producer will be paid: $500 - $450 = $50 per ton under the forwards contract.
He/she sells the rice on a spot market and gets $450 per ton. So the price he/she
gets is $450 + $50 = $500/ton.
To ensure that the contract is adhered to, there is a guarantor who will step in in
case either party is unable to make the margin calls.

Forwards contract on blockchain

•

Method 2

In order to avoid any contract performance issues, each party in the forwards
contract could limit their loss to the amount of collateral put up at the beginning
(equivalent to initial margin) of the contract.
Use case

Same as above but the loss under the forwards contract is limited to an amount,
say $20/ton.
Under this method, each party deposits $20/ton in the collateral smart contract.
At the end of the contract’s period following scenarios could happen:
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o

If $480 < spot price < 500 then producer’s payout = $500 – spot price

o

If spot price < $480 then producer’s payout = $20/ton

o

In this scenario if the spot price is $470 then the producer can sell the
commodity in the open market at $470 /ton plus $20/ton under the hedge
contract. It is still $10/ton short of his target of $500/ton but he is still better
off than not entering a hedging contract.

o

If $500 < spot price < $520 then producer’s payout (loss) = $500 – spot price

o

If spot price > $520/ton then producer’s payout = $20/ton
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o

In this scenario, if spot price is, say, $530/ton then the producer can sell the
commodity at $530/ton in the spot market but needs to pay $20/ton under
the hedging contract.

There is no need for a third-party to act as a guarantor of this contract as the full
extent of potential loss by either party has been escrowed in the collateral smart
contract.

How BKB is used
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•

Counterparties to a blockchain-based commodity forwards contract could be a
producer, a processor or just an investor who would like to gain exposures to
commodities in emerging markets. All parties need to have BKB activated in order
to use the service.

•

Any service provider such as a guarantor also needs to hold BKB. It can charge a
fee to the counterparties. Part of the fees are then paid as a commission to
Binkabi. These will be transferred to the discount pool, after deducting a
transaction cost.

•

Fees to parties are reduced depending on how many BKBs are activated.
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A4. Token collateralised funding solutions
During Phase 1, with Barter Block service, users can obtain loans at more competitive
rates given better supply chain and transaction history data. However, these financing
solutions are likely to be off-chain. With commodities being tokenised, owners can use
them as collateral to borrow from financiers on a peer-to-peer basis or through
crowdfunding. This process takes place on-chain.

Token-based liquidity and funding solutions

A borrower enters into a loan smart contract under certain terms (amount, duration,
interests, payment terms). He/she needs to lock up a required number of commoditybacked tokens as collateral. This is also done through another multisig smart contract.
The loan-to-value ratio is adjusted according to the type of collateral. This is to ensure
that there is sufficient ‘margin of safety’ concerning the loan vis-à-vis the collateral. The
loan is then disbursed to the borrower.
During the duration of the loan, the value of collateral is continuously re-evaluated.
Should the value fall below ‘margin of safety’ then a margin call would be made to the
borrower.
If the borrower fails to fulfil obligations under the contract e.g. by not contributing
more collateral or failing to repay the loan then the collateral will be automatically sold
to repay the lender.
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How BKB is used
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•

Borrowers could be commodity producers, traders whereas lenders could be
financial institutions or investors who would like to gain exposures to commodities
in emerging markets. Each needs BKB token to access the service.

•

Lenders need to pay a commission to Binkabi for the right to earn a revenue
(interest) on the Binkabi Network. This commission is transferred to the discount
pool, after deducting a transaction fee.

•

Fees to parties are reduced depending on how many BKBs are activated.
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A5. Towards a fairer supply chain profit distribution model
Farmer participation in consumer profits

The above diagram shows how a commodity moves through the supply chain, being
transformed (in space, time or form in the primary transformation or benefit from IPs or
brand in the secondary transformation). The token created at primary production
increases in value every time a value-added service is used (services can also be
tokenised). When it finally reaches a retailer, the farmer’s interest is represented by
his/her share in the final product. The product is sold and the farmer’s share is realised
and paid to the farmer. It is possible due to blockchain’s native abilities to keep units of
accounts, state changes and fractional ownership.
Under this model, the competition will be switched from nodes to networks. Nodes are
players at a particular stage in the supply chain whereas networks are the entire supply
chain itself. Depending on commodities, location and timing network surrounding a
certain commodity is optimally formed to compete against other networks (like the
ABCD or the NOW). Think of different players in the supply chain as different
departments/divisions within a large company. The ability to ‘see through’ operating
performance of supply chain players allows a customer-facing node to form the most
efficient supply chain to serve the customer. Each member in this supply chain will be
evaluated based on their value-add vs. their costs, in determining their share in the
overall network’s profit pool. This will allow the Binkabi Network to compete effectively
with other networks (e.g. multinational companies) without a common equity ownership
structure. Farmers and small players will share a much fairer portion of the network’s
profit pool.
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